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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis is to find an incentive pran

to increase rabor productivity and to improve labor-
management relationship. A review of existing individuar
and group incentive systems indicates that both exhibit a

lack of compreteness and are becoming ress effective in
today's competitive environment. The major plantwide
incentive systems are re-examined: profit sharing,
productivity gainsharing and employee stock ownership pran.

This re-examination shows that productivity gainsharing is
the most appropriate form of incentive system to motivate an

entire workforce to work productively¡ êfficiently and

effectively in today's society. The review of the three
most commonJ.y-used gainsharing plans (trre scanron plan, the
Rucker Pran and the rmproshare pran) shows that each pran

has unique merits as well as specific deficiencies.

A new pran, known as the Hybrid plan, which combines

selected features from the scanron pran, the rmproshare plan

and profit sharing is proposed. The primary purpose of the
proposed Hybrid Plan is to institl a greater commitment from

employees through a three-part reward system. The first two

parts of the reward system are similar to the existing
gainsharing plans. However, the third part is unique and is

v



based on a point system. The point system is used to

encourage employee involvement and commitment. The bonus

for the point-system is similar to profit-sharing.

The proposed "Hybrid PIan" also attempts to include

productivity gains t,hrough efficient utilization of alL

major input factors into its bonus calculation. AII
productivity gains, including investment-induced gains, are

shared equally (50e" each) between the company and its

employees.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTTON

The issue of productivity has become a major concern in

aIl industries especially in the manufacturing índust.ries.

The term "produetivity'' is often confused with the term

"product ion" and "per f ormance t' ; ItProduct ion " ref ers

strictly to the quantity of output, while "Performance"

encompasses effective behavior of the total organízational

system. Productivity ís simply one of the measures of

efficiency. [95] productivity is defined as the efficiency

relationship between the quantities of . input required to

produce a specific quantity of output. Quantitatively,
productivity is related as follows 3

Output Produced
Product iv i ty

Input Used

Productivity can be improved through proper utilization

of labor, material, capital equipment and management

techniques. Most modern, western companies focus on

computer-aided technology for forecasting, material

planning, product design and manufacturing as the primary

means to productivity ímprovêment. Investment of capital

1
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does not automatically increase productivity. As defined

above, productivity improvement is dependent on the

efficient use of input resources. If no humans are present,

the productivity of an entirely automated company will-

always remain constant" OnIy the acquisition of better

technology can improve on existing constant leve1 of
productivity"

Since no company is totally controlled by machines, Ít is
essential to motivate the employees (ttre labor component)

towards productivity improvement with incentive systems as

the most common technique used. Proper motivation

techniques should concentrate not only on the physical

effort but also on the mental effort of the employees. In

addition to incentive systems, the labor and management must

be capable of working harmoniously and cooperatively toward

agreed-upon and recognized common productivity goals.

It is essential for aIl employees to work cooperatively

as a single unit raÈher than as disconnected individuals if
one wishes improve the overall productivity of a company"

The Hawtt¡orne Studies indicates that a cohesive work group

has a very powerful influence on productivity.[81,84]



The development

productivity program,

of the following main

1.1):

3

and establishment of a l-abor-based

usually must involve the consideration
points in an iterative manner, (figure

2

3

4

Productivity
Productivity
Productivity
Productivity

measurement

evaluat ion

plann i ng

I mprovemen t

Productivity
Measurement

Productivity
I mprovement

Productivity
Eval-uation

Product ivity
Plann i ng

1.1: Th Pr cle
From ref .#101, Þ.48
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'1 1 HISTORICAL DEVE OF TNCENTTVE SYSTEMS

The major influences on the chronological development of

t,he dif f erent incentive systems are shown ín f igure 1.2.

Slavery and "management-by-punishment," are probably the

oldest methods to manage a workforce. Two major examples of

such management are the building of the Pyramids in Egypt

and the building of the Great VIaII in China. The individual

incentive system is also a very old form of incentive

system. The origin of the individual incentive is difficult

to trace because it could have been used during the time of

slavery and "management-by-punishment". Slaves or "luorkerst'

could be rewarded with more food or better accommodation for

outstanding perf ormances.

The most distinctive beginning of the individual

incentive system is perhaps during the period of the

Industrial Revolution.[36] The work of Adam Smith lSll and

Charles Babbage t 3 I helps to formularize individual

incentive payments. Taylor' s [ 1 04 ] development of the

Scientific Management, and the work of Frank and Lilían

Gilbreth t36l further enhanced and encouraged the use of the

individual incentive system. Other contributions to the

individual incentive system includes the work by Gantt [30J,

Merrick [61 ], Emerson [19], HaIsey [35], and Rowan [105].

The

system

realization ot

is mainly due

the potential of the group incentive

to the Hawthorne Studies which were
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conducted by ELton Mayo and his cofleagues between

1927-g3. [13,81,84] rn 1930, Joseph Scanlon l2gl developed

and promoted the plantwide employee involvement system,

which then gave birth to the plantwide incentive system.

Other approaches to the plantwide incentive system includes

the Rucker PIan, the Kaiser Plan, profit sharing and the

Improshare PIan. It is important to note that in many

"developing" countries, the "management-by-punishmentt'

method is still alive and well. The more common types of

punishments are salary freezes, demotion and }ayofts.[101]

However, in industrialized nations, thís method of

management is disappearing. Although some cases (mostly

exploitation of employees) stiII exist, they are relatively
insignificant.
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1,2 MOTTVATIONAL DRIVE (A MODERN VIEWPOINT)

The two most important priorities of concern to most

employees are income and job security. Other fact,ors such

as job enrichment, job enlargement, personal recognition,

promotion and improved working conditions are also essential

to motivate the employees toward productivity improvement.

Surveys Í41,42,44f by the Instítute of Industrial Engineers

(lln), as shown in figure 1.3, índicate that motivation is

not as strong and people work less hard in the North

American society" However, proper motivation can lead

employees to work more effectively with greater dedications.

The research work of the three of the most prominent

behavioral scientists provides a good view of the typical

human'S attitude towards work. Maslow's "Hierarchy of

Needs" [57] states that each individual is motivated to seek

satisfaction from the lowest-order needs to higher-order

needs in 
. 
ranked order. The order is ranked from

physiological needs, the lowest order, to self-actualization

needs, the highest order. Since the lower-order needs are

easily attainabte, job enrichment plays an important role in

the motivation of employees in modern society.[7J Herzberg

t39l differentiated that some job factors can create job

satisfaction while others can lead to job dissatisfaction.

Dissatisfying factors are defined as factors extrinsic to

the job (e.g. pay, benefíts and working conditions) while
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Fiqure 1.3: SurveV of IIE

satisfying. factors are intrinsic to the job (".g.
recognition, âchievement and responsibility). [79J
unfortunately, humans must often perform the dissatisfying
factors to sat i sfy the i r basic needs. McGregor t 60 ]

developed two famous theories, namely, Theory x and Theory

{Jc
OJ()
L

Õ-

100-

90-

80-

70-

60-

50-

40-

30-

20-

10-

1 981 1982
Year

- Motivation not as stronq

1 983

- People vrork less hard
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Y. Theory X states that the average individual dislikes
work and tends to avoid it if possible. Thus, some

enforcement is reguired to make him work. Theory Yr on the

other hand, states that an individual" wiIl exercise self-
control and self-direction, if allowed to assume appropriate

responsibil it ies . L29, 66,81 J

Ln addition to increasing productivity, proper

motivational drives also contribute to decreased

absenteeism, Iabor turnover, sabotage and maintenance costs.

1.2"1 Monetarv Reward

The 1981 Survey by the IIE 1411, as shown in figure 1.4,

shows that monetary reward ranked above all other

motivational drive. Sufficient monetary rewards can lead

most .employees to work better, harder or f aster.

Indirectly, money rewards also provide recognition and

feedback on the employee's performance.t50]

Money Reward
Personal Recognition
Promot íon
Other

41e"
26e"
26e"

39o

Eigg¡e_1,19r_Motivational Drive as Râqked bv Workers
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1.2.2 Job Enrichment and Job Enlarqement

Job enrichment permits employees to perform a variety of

tasks, thus increasing their input and responsibility
regarding a particular product. Job enrichment can be

loaded horizontally or vertically. Horizontal loading

simply assigns employees to perform different tasks, while

vertical loading, similar to job enlargement, increases the

employees decision-making and responsibility. [71

.lob enrichment provides satisfaction for most employees

because they can identify their work input more closely with

the end-product. This makes their work more meaningful, in

contrast to previous trends to work simplification, which

only treated employees as "intelligent machines".

1 "2.3 Personal Recoqnition

Management recognition of employees' accomplishments is
very important. Such recognition makes employees feel

valued which in turn increases their self-confidence,

motivation and ambition. Personal recognition instills a

sense of achievement, self-apprec iation, loyalty and

belonging in all employees.

Personal recognition

promotion, tangible reward

can be accomplished through

or simply communícation.
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1 "2.4 Improve¡l_!,tork_inq Conditions

A pleasant and tidy working environment is an important

factor in productivity improvement. An organized }ayout is
more pleasant to work in than a highly unorganized one,

Since employees spend one third of their normal Iife
working, it is important to make them feel comfortable ín

their Yrorkplace.

Proper lighting, reduced noise and vibrations,
with proper temperature and humidity setting
essential to a pleasant working environment.

together

are alI



Chapter I I

TNDIVIDUÀL ÀND GROUP INCENTIVES

Most companies adopt some sort

motivate their employees to perform

incentive plans are directed either
or towards groups.

of incentive plan to

at their best. Such,

towards the individual

2.1 INDIVIDUAL TNCENTIVE SYSTEMS

The individual wage incentive system, probably the oldest

type of incentive syst,em, remains the more popular type in
most industries. The Lhree most common type of individual
incentive plans are based on piecework, hourly and measured

day work respectively. The use of individual incentive

plans is especially common in small, privately owned and

labor-intensive companies. Employee needs, however, evolve

over time. Stagnant productivity and íncreased l"abor-

management tension in many companies with individual
incentive plans indicate that these plans are becoming less

effective. Moreover, the individual incentive plan can also

be considered as an incomplete form of incentive plan

because it focuses primarily on the productivity of

individual employees and not on the overall productivity of

the company which should be the final objective of the

process.

12
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Individual íncentives, when applied properly, can

definitely increase company productivity when no other type

of incentive plan had been previously implemented. However,

the benefits and drawbacks of the individual incentive plan

should be weighed before its implementation.

There are many advantages and disadvant,ages related to

the individual incentive system. The major ones are

explained below" [10,92,101)

2.1.1 Advantaqes Of The Individual Incentive =]$ys'Lem

Simplicitv

Individual incentive plans are relatively easy to

understand and to administer. [101 ] The mechanics of the

plans are very simple and straightforward, and employees

usually require minimal or no explanation.

Since the work performed by each employee is recorded

indívidually, the calculation for his pay is very símple"

Each employee's pay is simply equal to the amount of work

performed multiplied by a specified pay-rate"

Fair Reward

All production employees are rewarded according to their

individual performance. Better or more hardworking

employees will receive more pay than J.azy employees.
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Therefore, penarties are serf-imposed for the ress effective
employees.lg2l However, each individual has the opportunity
to earn as much as possible, in proportion to his output"

Constant Pr uction Leve1

Since penalties are self-imposed on each employee for any

lowering of his normar productivity, he tends to maintain a

constant rate of production to protect his usuar income.

Therefore, the production levels of all employees are

rerativery consistent and predicLabre. This faciritates
production costing, production scheduling and other
production planning functions.

Production Emplovees Exert Maximum Effort

rndividuar incentives encourage production emproyees to
perform at their best, and thereby optimize the productíon

capacity of aII the production employees. Each employee

usualry tries to find ways to increase his rate of output

because of the potential monetary reward. Therefore, the

indíviduar incentive system provides the best potentiar for
the highest average productivity per production

employee .1921
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2.1.2 Disadvantaqes Of The Individual Incentive Svstem

Does Not Mqtivate Non-Production EmploYegg

Individual incentives may optimize the productivity of

most production employees. However, company-wíde

productivity may not increase because it is dependent on

both production and non-production employees. Non-

production employees, such as quality control inspectors,

material handlers and mechanics, are usually omitted from

the individual incentive system. The major reason ís that

their work is usually not measured, although recent

development has allowed such measurement.. [77] Thus, while

aII the production employees are motivated to produce at

their optimum capacity, non-production employees simply do

what they are told. Some of them might even try to find

ways to minimize or delay their rúork without being noticed.

Emphasis on Production Rate

Most of the incentive-motivated employees place their

major emphasis on the rate of output" The maximum average

production rate is usually attainable for each employee in

the individuat incentive system. However, as figure 2.1

shows, human physical capabilities are lirnited. lnitially'

the learning effect of each operation causes the production

rate to increase quite rapidly. Upon reaching a certain

point (known as the peak rate) the rate of increase can



decline.

actually
boredom.

Any further exertion

decrease the production

after the peak

rate because of

16

Ievef ean

fab igue or

F i oure 2"1t The Lear ninq Effect o faJob

Limited,consideration is given to the integral of the

"guarity of production" which has become of increasing
importance in our modern competitive, litigative and harsh
sociaf en.-'ironment,., overemphasis on production rates causes

production employees to be less interested in the quarity of

(J
c
qJ

(J

q-
(1L

ul

Time

Fast
I mprovement

Slow
I mprovement

No'or Improvement
Dec l- i ne
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their öutput, and lessens their responsibitity and

creativeness. Minima1ly acceptable quality becomes

sufficient for production employees because, they can

produce more if they inspect less. Each employee tries to
produce at his maximum speed, v¡ithout concern about creating

bottlenecks for downstream lines. Responsibility for
clearing up bottlenecks fall on shop-floor supervisors.

Machine r¡ear increases since maximum permissible speeds are

usually used. Material usage and scrappage likewise

increase. Tight supervisory control is required to run such

a shop floor efficiently. In such a setting, most employees

fail to consider possible methods for improving the

operation, and simply leave the job of studying work methods

and recommending changes to the engineers.

The constant fight against time precludes a focus on

inprovement methods. Operators usually try t,o work "fast'l
rather than "smart". Minor innovations þften enable

operators to produce at a faster rat,e and/or with reduced

effort. Thus, higher output can be achieved with less

fat igue.

Very Secretive Workinq Environment

If an operator finds a work method that simplifies and

quickens production, he may apply it for his gain but try to
keep it secret. His intention in so doing is to maintain

high production rate vrithout having engineers or supervisors
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revise the existing standard. High productivity in an

individuat operator is desirable, but the company benefits

most when the method is shared with other employees

performing the same operation*

Operator-Paced Production Rate

Since each individual can set his pace of work, the

production rate is highly dependent on the operators..

Individual incentive systems impose a self-penalty for

slower-than-normal production. This encourages employees to

work at their normal pace in order to maintain a constant

production rate for the company. Unfort,unately, the self-
penalty factor also produces a negative effect: a

production employee may decide suddenly to work at a slow

pace. Such an occurrence can interrupt the entire
production Iine and management control is very Iimited.

Feelinq of Insecurity

The individual incentive plan induces cerLain feelings of

insecurity. During times of economic difficulty, the

company may be forced to lay off the Iess eff ic ient

employees. As the cost of hiring and firing are high, this

action is detrimental both to the employees and t,o the

company.
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Resistance _Lo _Chanqe

Operators under an individual incentive system are very
\

resistant to both technological and method changes. Most of

them are preoccupied with the idea that management is trying
to replace them with machines or to make Èhem produce more

while receiving limited increases in pay.

Employees also hate to transfer or take up new tasks.

Employees prefer to stay on one particular job because a nevt

job requires training and reduces the individual's
ef f ic iency o

Unfriendlv and Competitive Atmosphere

Operators

because they

strongly resent supervisory

affect their individual rates of

interruptions
production.

The internal competition to excel over another causes

employees to become selfish and uncooperative. An employee

(especially a new employee) often finds it extremely

difficult to seek help from his co-worker.

Minimal Creativitv

I ncent ive

use of time

rates are usually based on time

standards is actually quite

to determine employees'

standards.

an inhumane

earnings. l

The

and

Timepr imi t i ve vray

1 this statement is highly debatable
most indust,rial engineers; it is
viewpoint.

and not
str ictly

agreeable to
my personal
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standards force t,he employees to focus primarily on their
physical effort, while employees' mental potentials are

basically left untapped. The lack of mental stimulation

often leads employees to hate their work.

2.2 GROUP TNCENTIVES

An alternative to the individual incentive system is the

group incentive system. The group incentive is a more

complete plan because it focuses on complete production

units. Group incentives are applicable to most types of

industries. However, like the individual incentive system,

the group incentive syslem has both advantages and

disadvantages. [ 58 ,92 ,101J

2.2.1 Advantaqes Of Group Incentives

Cooperative and Friendlv Workino Àtmosphere

Since the incentives paid are dependent on the number of

product units completed by the group, everyone needs to

contribute his share of work to ensure constant incentive

earnings. Idle time is minimized. Those employees who

would be idle are obliged to busy themselves in order to

blend in with the on-going activities. They may assist co-

workers in their operation, material handling or inspection,

or set up machines for lhe next production run. Each

individual will do his utmost to produce more, because more

output from the group means more money for the group.

,
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Moreoverr ân employee in difficulty can easily obtain

assistance from another employee. Willingness to help is

ensured, because only the total productivity of the group is

coRsidered. An employee who is experiencing dífficulty can

hamper the group's productivíty. Thus, employees will help

each other in order to ensure a continuous, constant

production rate. This inter-assistance among employees

creates a friendly working environment. Employees'

attitudes towards each other usually improve, not only

because their earnings åre dependent on the group's

performance, but also because they have created a trusting,
helpful and cooperative working unit.

Less Supervision

Because the peer group pressure encourages each member to

perform with eeual effort, the need for supervisory control

is significantly reduced in the group incentive system.

Unlike the individual incentive system, where employees can

perform according to their mood and only individuals are

penalized for unsatisfactory performance, a member

performing below the usual pace in a group causes the entire
group to be penalized. Thus, the psychological pressure of

the peer group helps ensure constant performance.

Group leaders are usually elected to ensure

member contributes his respective effort to

productivity, In addition, the group leaders

that each

the total
assist the



plant supervisors in many minor supervisory

indirect supervision performed by the group

the need for extra supervisory personnel.
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functions. The

leaders reduces

Consistent Oualitv

Incentives paid are based only on the satisfactory output

of the group. Every group member is obliged to check his
orün work before passing it on to the next station "

Individual speed is no longer the major concern. Group

incentives may not necessarily improve the quality of the

output because the output quality is dependent on many

factors beyond the group's control, such as insufficient
training, poor material, poor equipment or bad product

design. \.

However, product quality is usually better thàn in the

individual incentive system. Bad jobs can be detected

quickty. Members of the group can either apply pressure or

offer assistance in order to solve whatever is causing the

poor outputs.

Reduced Number of Persist- nt Slackers and Àbsentees

Slackers know their consequences if they slack

continuously" Other employees will despise and reject the

slackers, causing them to feel r'outcast". Thus, the peer

group pressure helps to reduce, if not eliminate, the number

of persistent slackers.
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Employees also know that their individual work is an

integral part of the total group's performance. Each member

tends to feeL that he is a link in the chain of production.

Employees know that their absenteeísm or idling can retard

the flow of production.[58] Therefore, each member knows the

importance of his contribution to t,he group's earnings and

wíll try to avoid idling and unnecessary absences.

Improved Informatíon Flow

The group incentive plan encourages employees to become

active in the company's plans. The employees are more

knowledgeable about production plans, product designs and

the overall company situation. Information, regarding work

simplification is shared more willingly and easily in the

group. The improved information flow facilítates production

planning, improves the efficiency of the company and helps

to reduce backlogs.

Non-Production Emplovees Included

As mentioned in the discussion of individual incentive

system, exclusion of non-production creates certain
difficulties. However, in the group incentive plan, non-

production employees can be included in the group. Their

inclusion not only motivates them to perform their work more

efficiently but also to use their idle time to do extra
work.
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Easier to Adopt Chanqes

Individual resistance to change in the group is not as

strong as in the individual incentive system. The group can

influence the individual to accept any changes whatsoever,

if the majority of them favor the changes. It is easier for

a group to accept changes because most changes are exercised

on one operation at a time. The individual(s) involved may

or may not }ike the changes, but group pressure can alter
attitudes. As long as other members see that the change can

increase group earnings, they will exert their influence on

the individual to make him accept the change.

Reduce Overall Cost

The two major costs affected are supervisory costs and

clerical costs. The reasons are because i) group leaders

help to reduce the number of supervisory personnel, and ii)
work-recording and timekeeping is simplified. [59]

Since each employee works at his most comfortable pace,

scrappage level is reduced. The average overheád cost per

unit is also reduced because of the group's willingness to
produce more.

Other Advantaqes
',.::

Working in a group helps to reduce

occupational stress. UnIike employees who

the

tend

employees'

to work as



fast as they can in the indivídual

employees in the group incentive system

their most comfortable pace.
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incentive system,

tend to work at

the

poor

A

the

2.2.2 Ðisadvantaqes Of Group Incentives

Necessitv for Competent Leadership

In the group incentive system, the cohesiveness of
group is very dependent on the group leader and

Ieadership may cause the group to disintegrate.
disorganized group causes confusion among members of
group, which in turn will affect their productivity.

The leader must also be unbiased. Each member should be

treated equally ¡ ot ¡ problems will develop within- the group.

Moreover, group leaders should not try to take advantage of

or to exploit, the members of the group. Obviously, a group

leader with all the above qualities is not easy to find.

l?raa{.ar E)*a¿lrral i v1 åtr FI rr¡{-rra} arn Þaecì hl at

A disorganized group in a group incentive plan can cause

a greater productivity drop than a few disorganized

individuals in the individual incentive system. Confusion

in an individual in the individuar incentive system affects
only the particular job involved, whereas in the group

incentive plan¡ â confused group can interrupt all the

operations performed by the entire group.
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Difficultv in Detectino and Controllinq Occasional Slachers

Since no individual penalty is imposed on the employees,

the potential for occasional slackers is present. These

slackers may manage to slip by the supervisors and the group

leaders. However, other members of the group are bound to
find out and resentment toward the slackers wilI develop.

Once a bad reputation is established, it is difficult to
reverse; it is extremely difficult to regain the trust of

one's feIlow members. Therefore, management is usually

compelled to fire slackers.

However, there are also very clever slackers who are able

to slack off undetected. This creates a serious problem

the other employees and it lowersbecause it is unfair to

the productivity of the company.

No Emplovee Exerts Maximum Potential

The group incentive plan does not encourage éach employee

to exert his maximum potential. The more highly skilled
operators do not perform at their individual peak because

benefits do not come directly to them, but are shared with

other employees in the group. This a.ttitude exists not only

among the better employees but among almost aII the

employees; each employee tends to work slightly below his
maximum. Another possible harmful attitude is that each

employee may rely on other employees to raise the group's
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earnings. If each employee relies solely on his co-workers,

the total productivity can never grow. If the earnings of

the better employees drop, these employees may leave the

company to look for better prospects in other companies.

New Opera'Lors Are Not Welcome

Introducing a nevr operator into a group is like an army

replacement recruit joining a veteran group. A nevl operator

is usually less efficient, and this inefficie.ncy reduces the

total earnings of the group. Thus, if a good operator

Ieaves and a new substitute is brought in, the

cooperativeness and cohesiveness of the group may be

adversely affected. Acceptance of the new operator into the

group takes time and during that time the productivity of

other members will decline.

Internal Competition Between Groups

Groups may start competing with each other :in order to
gain more earnings without concern for economical use of

material, inventory control or ethical work techniques. If
a group knows that there will soon be an inventory shortage

on a common part, it may try to find ways to hoard these

parts. Therefore, the productivity of that particular group

remains constant at the expense of other groups.

Problems between interdependent groups also exist"
group may produce at a very high rate, causing a great

One

deal



of vrork- in-process f or another group. A slow

rate of the immediately

the latter group is a very
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9roup may

following

fast one 
"

in line

affect the production

group, especially if
The above problems

balanc ing.

cause serious di f f iculties

Other Disdavantages

The group

discipline and

coordination

product ion "

supervisors,

the group.

incentive plan requires a high leveI of

cooperation among employees. Excellent group

is essential for consistently smooth

Coordination depends on the integrity of the

of the group leaders and of all the members of



Chapter III
PRODUCTIVI TY GAINSHARING

Japanese methods of management, especially those related

to the labor productivity, have been very much admired by

many other countries. Japanese employees are known to be

loyal, hardworking, motivated-to-achieve and able to work

cohesively. Duplication of the .Tapanese employees' attitude
towards work is extremely difficult, if not impossible, f.or

most other countries to achievê. Thd met,hods used in Japan

may not be applicable in other countries because of the

differences in culture. [ 1 5 ,75,82,112] However, many

countries are trying to find methods to improve labor-

management relation and labor productivity. The governments

of many European countries encourage different forms of

plantwide incentives through labor-laws and tax-incentives.

The total plantwide labor productivity improvement and

better labor-management relations has led to a new incentive

technique, namely gainsharing. During the last few years,

the term "productivity gainsharing" has become popular among

industrial engineers, industrial psychologists, and

management. The more commonly used plans are the Scanlon

Plan, the Rucker Plan and the Improshare Plan. ÀII these

plans incorporate the same basic concept, i.e. sharing

productivity increases between employees and the company.

29
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3.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROFI SFIARING ÀND PRODTICTTVTTY
SHÀRING

The term profÍt sharing is often confused with

productivity sharing. The primary focus of both of them is

to improve the performance of the company. However, profit

sharing emphasizes the enterprise level while productivity

emphasizes the production level.

3. 1 .1 Prof it Sharinq

Profit sharing focuses on the corporate-level
performance. As the term implies, the major emphasis is on

the profit attained at the end of an accounting period. The

major drawback of profit sharing is that many of t,he factors

influencing the overall company's performance, as shown in

figure 3.1, are beyond the employees' control.

Because of their complexity, the various functions of an

organization may be difficult for the employees to

understand. This is especially significant during. difficult

economic t,imes. The company's productivity may continue to

increase but the employees may not be able to realíze any

benefits" Poor management can generate losses despite the

achievement of constant productivity improvement by the

employees. Therefore, direct benefits achieved through the

employees' contribution are unrealizable by the 'employees

themselves.
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Marketing Àccount i ng

Prof i t

Produc t i on Finance

F i orrre 3.1 : Faetors Tnfl encino a Comoanvt s Profit

The profit of an organization may not necessarily be

attributed only to excellent productivity. Good financing
and proper marketing are essential in achieving profits. on

many occasions, the use of .accounting technigues can

manipulate a company's profit figures.

Most enterprises carculate their profits on an annuaL

basis. Therefore, employees ofte_n-have to wait until t,he

end of the year to find out if there is any bonus. Bonuses,

if available, are then payable either in lump sums or

divided into payments at periodic intervals.
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Since production is a part of the total organization

function, this organizational level of incentive program

links alI of the enterprise's goals, This may seem

beneficial to the management but employees may not be

interested. Ernployees prefer inst,antaneous feedback and

rewards for their individual or group performance, rather

than for organizational performance.

The major benefit of profit sharing is that it helps

employees to become more knowledgeable about corporate

performance relative to the competitors' performance. This

can help the company during times of turmoil. Every

employee knows that when the future of the company is at

stake, his own job is also at stake.

3.1 .2 Productivitv Sharinq

In productivity sharing,which is a plant-wide incentive

system, employees benefit from the productivity improvements

attained. Bonuses resulting from productivity improvement

are calculated and paid at designated periods, (monthly, for

example).

Periodic bonuses not only motivate employees to improve

their performance, but also provide up-to-date feedback.

Poor earnings in a given period indicate to the employees

that productivity problems exist.



Productivity sharing is better than profit

because productivity can be directly controlled

employees. However, profit can be influenced by

organizat.ional functions and also by factors ext,ernal

company.
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shar í ng

by all
other

to the

Bonus calculations are usually easier for employees to

understand. Numerous methods of calculation are available,
ranging from the very simple to the rather complex,

depending on the type of plan involved.

3.2 PRODUCTIVTTY GAINSHARING PLANS

The three most common plans are

Rucker PIan and the Improshare PIan.

summarized below.

3.2.1 The Scanlon Plen

The Scanlon Plan

1 930 .129,51 ,561 rts
productivity through

the Scanlon Plan, the

Each of these plans is

was developed by .loseph Scanlon in
primary objective ís to ímprove

labor-management cooperat ion 
"



?he three eLements of the plan [66],
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as shown in figure
3.2 , are:

'l

2

To develop organizational identif ication.
To promote labor involvement.

To share productivity gains attained.

ORGÀNT ZÀTIONAL GROT^¡TH

Organ ízat i onal
Cooperat ion

Organizational
ldenti f ication

Labor
I nvolvemen L

Equity
Distribution

t;

L ) r ent onP
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The .first element, organizational identification, is
divided into corporate identification and individual
identification. corporate identification primariry refers
to the def inition of t,he company's goars and objectives.
organizationar prans r probrems r opportunities and

competitiveness position rel-ative to other companies are

arso part of the corporate identity. rnformation on arl
these factors is shared with the emproyees. This arlows the

emproyees to understand the company's position better and to
assist in achieving corporate goals. The objective of the

individuar identification process is to instirl a feering of

entity, avrareness and purpose in each employee toward the

organizationar system. the organizationar identification
erement promotes better understanding between rabor and

management, and ensures integrity in the system

The second element, employee involvemêDt.r. enables and

encourages all employees to participate in organizaLional
activities. The purpose of employee invorvement is to

establish personar opportunities to comment oD¡ and to

suggest ways of improving certain productivity issues.

Figure 3 .3 shows how the suggest ions process ¡vorks 
"

Production committees, consisting of foremen and erected

employees, are formed for . each department to stimurate
participation and suggestions for improving productivíty.
Production committees are authorized to approve and

imprement minor suggestions affecting only the department
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concerned and requiring Iit,tIe expenditure.

Interdepartmental and expensive changes are referred to a

screening committee, which is composed of elected members

from management and the production committees. In addition

to evaluating suggestions, the screening committtee is

responsible for communicating issues to labor and

management, and reviewing monthly performance. [66]

The involvement process leads each individual to

reexamine his work" This re-examination helps to increase

the quality of outputs while reducing costs. Constant

reinforcement is used to orientate employees towards the

definition and eventual solution of existing problems.

Àccording to Mcgregor's Theory Y' each individual, when

given opportunity and responsibility' wiIl inherently become

more motivated towards his work.lZgl fne involvement system

encourages each individual to work "smarter" rather than

"harder". If the ínvolvement system is fully embraced by

every employee, t,he potential for productivity improvement

is enormous.

The last element, sharing the productivity gaín, is the

most important motivational drive. AlI the employees expect

a reward for their invested effort. The bonuses distributed

are dependent on the productivity increase over some base

reference period.
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Ma na geme n t
l"1ea s ur eme n t /nv al ua t i on

Plant-Wide
Screening Committee

Feedbac k

Department
Product ion Committees

t

I

I ndividual Suggestions

Problem Recognition

re 3"3 volv m Pro
adopted from ref.#73, p. 1 91 )



The most commonly applied

base ratio is as follows [66]:
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formula for calculating the

This base

hi stor ical

Labor Costs
Base ratio (3.1)

Sales Value of Production

ratio is usually determined by averaging the

data of the company.

The simplest form is the single-ratio formula. An

example of the single-ratio method for calculating a typical
Scanlon PIan bonus is shown in figure 3.4. The percentages

of the allocated bonus pool for the company, employees and

reserve for deficit months depend on the policy of the

individual company. The suggested percentages are: 25e" for

the company and 75eo for the employees. [66] Twenty-five

percent of the bonus allocated to the employees is placed in

a reserve pool. The reserve pool is used to smooth out

deficit months. The accumulated amount, if positive, is
usually distributed at the end of the year. If the amount

is negat,ive, the company absorbs it completely.

The simple Scanlon formula proved to be incompleteo

because many companies have multi-product lines. Each

different product has correspondingly different labor costs.

Therefore, a complex formula, also known as the split-ratio
formula, ís used. A sample calculation for a two product-
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Figure 3.42 Typical Scanlon PIan Bonus Calculation
- For Base Ratio = 0.20

(adopted f rom ref .#66 , p.71)

mix company

increases,

compl icated,

comprehend.

is shown in figure
the calculation of

making it extremely

3. 5 " As ttle product-mix

bonuses can become very

difficult for employees to

1 ) Sales
2, Less: Sales returnsrallowances

and discounts
$1 ,1 00,000

25, 000

3 ) Net sales
4, Add: rnerease in inventory

5) Value of production

1 t075,000
1 25, 000

1 ,200,000

6) Allowed payroll costs (#S x "20ìl7l Actual payroll costs

I ) Bonus pool
9 ) Company share (25r" x #8 )

1 0 ) Subtotal
1 1 ) Reserve f or def ic it (25e" x #10 )

240,000
21 0,000

30,000
7,500

22,500
5 ,625

121 Employee share (#10-#11) 16,875

13) Participating payroll
14) Bonus percentage (#12/#13\

1 68, 750

1 0e"



Sinqle Ratio

Typical
One ratio

SpIit Ratios

Product A Product B TotaI

SaIes value
of
production $1,800,000 $1,200,000 $600'000 $1 '800'000
Allowed pavroll
costs ¡

One ratio t 2Oe" 360,000
Split ratio

10e" Product A
20e" Product B

ActuaI payroll 300,000

1 20,000

1 40,000
1 80 ,000
1 60,000

300,000
300,000

60,000 -20,000 20,000 0
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Tw -Pr
adopted from ref.#6 , p.75

3.2.2 The Rucker PIan

The Rucker PIan, developed by Allan W. Rucker in 1932, is

based on the value added concept, similar to cost accounting

except that it is used here to measure, productivity

improvement . 131 ,66I rhe Ruc ker PIan i s s.I iþht1y more

involved than t,he Scanlon PIan because the labor, material,

supplies and other production-related costs are accounted

for. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the bonus calculation"

The method of calculating base ratios is similar to that of

the Scanlon PIan. The major difference is that materials,
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supply as $rell as other non-Iabor production expenses are

subtracted from the value of production to obt,ain the value

added. Bonus calculation thereafter is similar to that of

the 
.Scanlon 

plan. The company share under the Rucker PIan

is usually 5g2". [491

1

2
SaIes
Less: SaIes returns rallowances

and discounts

$ 900,000

25,000

3) Net sales
4) Add: Increase in inventory

875,000
1 25,000

5) Value of production
6) Less: Purchases

Material 6, supplies
Other costs

1 ,000,000

$500,000
1 60,000 660,000

7) Value added (#5-#6) 340,000

8) AIIowed labor costs Gl x 41 .17e")
9) Actual labor costs

140,0
120,0

00
00

10) Bonus pool (#8-#9)
11) Company share (50e. x #10)

12) Employee share (#10 #11)
1 3 ) Reserve f or def ic it (20e" ,l #12)

14) Bonus pool (#lZ #13)

15) Participating payroll

16) Bonus percentage (#14/#15)

20,000
1 0,000

1 0,000
2,000

8,000

80,000

1 0e"

Fiqure 3.6: Tvpical Rucker PIan Bonus-CaIculation
- For Base Ratio = 0.4117

sr l



This plan provides a more reliable

Scanlon measure of payroll dollars per

because, under the value-added method,

purchased materials are excluded. [25]
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measure than the

dollar saLes value

the value of all

.:]]

3.2.3 The Improshare PIan

Improshare, meaning " improved productivity through

sharing", was developed by Mitchetl Fein in 1974"124,661

Unlike the Scanlon PIan and the Rucker PIan, the Improshare

PIan measures productivity gains in employee-hours instead

of in dollars.

Improshare is a work-measurement-based plan. The

standard hours required to produce one unit of product can

be easily det,ermined for the production employees through

time-study techniques. However I a production system

involves non-production employees also. ImproShare uses the

Base Productivity Factor (gpF') to relate total employee-

hours (production and non-production hours) to standard

production hours. The BPF is obtained by dividing the total

production and non-production hours by the tot,aI standard

production hours, as expressed below :

Tota} production and non-production hours worked
BPF

Tota1 standard hours produced
(3.2)

,:,

l::
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Figure 3.7 shows the derivation of the BPF for a two-product

company. The BPF is applied as a scating factor to all

engineered production time to obtain the total standard

hours required for the products, The BPF represents the

total clock hours required during the base period to produce

one standard hour of product in the proÖuction system.

Production Hours

Prod ctÀ Product B

I
50

Standard production hours per unit
Unit,s produced

5
80

Total standard production hours :
(s x 80)
800

+ (8 x s0)

Non-Production Hours

Non-production employees : 10
Hours worked per employees : 40

ToLaI non-production hours 10 x 40
400

Base Product ivi tv_Eec'EsË

BPF=(800+400)/ao}
= 1.5

Fiqure 3.7¿ Improshare BPF Calculetipo
*+O; P,241
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The bonus calculation uses t,he BPF to determine the total
number of standard hours. The total standard hours are

obtained by multiplying the standard production hours by the

BPF. The difference between actual hours and standard hours

represents the productivity gain. The productivity gain is
translated into doll-ar-value by multiplying each payroll by

the percentage gained. Figure 3.8 shows an example of the

bonus calculation. Productivity gains are shared equally
between the company and employees (50e" each) because both

parties contribute changes toward productivity improvement.

All such operational changes, contributed by either the

management or the employees, cannot change the established

standards. However, standards can be changed when new

equipment or technology is adopted. Capital equipment and

technology gains are shared 80/20. Eighty percent of cost

savings attributed to the changes is subtracted from the

measurement standards and 20eo is left in. This 2Oeo is then

shared 50/50 between the company and the employees. Thus,

management is actually receiving 90eo of the gains.

An agreed-upon ceiling is used to control productivity
earnings. Earnings above the ceiling are banked for future
periods. Figure 3.9 shows an example of the banking method

for a ceiling of 30eo. A lump sum cash payment is used to

buy back the measurement standards if lhey continue to

exceed the ceiling consistently,
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3 I
modified from ref. 49 , p.25

Under the Improshare plan

protected. Normal pay for t,he

only the bonuses fluctuate.[24]

all benefits and wages are

the same;employees remains

Unit produced :

Product A 100
Product B 70

Base Productivity Factór, BpF

Total employee hours = 1Z0O

Bonus Ca culat i on

1 ) Standard hours
Product A (
product B (

its
its

un
un

100
70

1.s

X 5 hours X
X I hours X

1

1

)
)

5
5

To
To

2)
3)

standard hours
actual hours

Hours gained (#2 #3)
Company share (#S x s0e")

6) Employees share (#+ - #5)

7') Percentage additional pay (#6/#3)

taI
tal

750
840

1 590
1200

390
19s

195

16 .25e,

)
)

4
5



'r,l'

(1) (2) (3)

I mproshane
Hours

(4) (s) (6)
E xcess
( Banked )
Houns

(7) (8) (s)
Hours Saved
(7)-(4)

100% 50%

( 1o)
Empl oyee
Productjvity
Share (9)/(4)

Pen i od Actua I
Hours

Cummulative
Actuaì Improshare( week ) (s)+(6)

I

2

J

4

5

360

380

360

350

380

400

370

490

700

soo

410

760

f 450

1 470

2loo

2370

2 100

2370

2 168

2200

650

900
aa2

674

700

325

450
441

339

350

22 .4%

30.6%
30% Adjusted

22.8%

23.3%

6

7

480

550

I 490

1500

2 150

2200

t8

Fi re 3.9 : I noshare Bonus Caì la f

From r p

È
Or
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3.3 EMPLOYEE STOCK O!{NERSHI P PI.AN

Another commonly used plan to encourage employees to work

and to be committed to the company is the employee stock

ownership plan.

Traditionally, the corporation role and benefits of

employees and stockholders is as shown in figure 3.1 0.

Employees are compensat,ed with vrages and other benef its for

their investment of time, talent and energy, and

stockholders are compensated with dividends for their

financial investment.

This traditional method of operation does not provide

enough incentives for employees to feel committed to their

company. However' the employee stock ownership plan allows

employees to become financial partners. AII employees can

invest in the "employee stock ownership trust".[46r64r88]

Their financial investment not only increases the working

capital of the compâny, but more importantly instilts more

commitment from employees" Since it is a known fact that

owners of any company usually work harder, the employee

stock ownership plan is designed specifically for that

purpose.
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0: Traditional Ro e and Benefits of
and Stoc kholde r s

S toc kholde r s

Wor k i ng Capi taJ_

Empl oyee s

Time
Ta lent
Ene rgy

The XYZ Company

Profit

Ba se
Dividends

Base Hages
and Benef its

S t oc kholde r s Employees

Fioure 3.1

(modif ied f rom ref . #64, p,217)

Employees



Chapter

THE HYBRID

IV

PIAN

since each incentive system has its own merits,
easy to determine which incentive system is
appropriate for a particurar company. Different
have different preferences in incentive systems.
most companies modify these standard incentive
suit their specific reguirements.

it is not

the most

companies

Hence,

systems to

Productivity gainsharing is perhaps the most comprete
type of incentive system. All of the commonly used
gainsharing plans, as demonstrated in the previous chapter,
have their definite and unique merits. rt is desirabre,
therefore, to deverop a plan which wourd incorporate the
best features of each individual plan.

I

of he or ed rrl{vbrid pl antt. The Hybrid plan basically
selects the best features from the scanlon pran, the
rmproshare pran, profit sharing and the emproyee stock
ownership plan in order to come up with a more flexible and
useabre plan. Figure 4,1 shows an overview of arl the
features borrowed from the different plans

49
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F u 4 I S d r ot H
r Ir P n

4.1 HYBRID PLAN OVERVIEW

The primary objective of our proposed new plan is toestablish ful,l commitment from all employees towardsproductivity improvement. Both non-financial .and financialincentives are used to accomplish this objeca;;". 
- - 

Figure4'2 provides a general view of the clifferent components
regu i red .

.participative
management

. suggestion
system

Scan l_on

. labor-standard
based calculation

.buy-back system.50/50 sharå

rmprosh are

Hybrid plan

Profit
sharing

r-- - --l
Employee
stock
ownership
plan

L J
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F i oure 4 "2: Comoonen ts of the FIvbrid Pfan

The major non-financial incentives are the invol_vement

system' job enrichment and job enrargement. The involvement
system is aimed at encouraging emproyees to participate in

Productivi ty Improvement

Commi tment

I ncent i ve

Non-Financ ialFinanc ial
Reward System

.periodic
gains

.non-deficit
gains

.profit
sharing

. invoLvement
system

. job
enr ichment

. job
en ]a rgemen t
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productivity improvement decisions and to develop better

communication with management. This participation enhances

the employees' sense of usefulness and worth. Job

enrichment and job enlargement are used to make employees'

jobs more interesting and challenging. Promotion and

individual recognition are not encouraged in this plan

because they can engender jealousy among employees.

Individual contributions are however rewarded through the

third part of the reward systemr âs explained below"

Financial incentives are divided into three parts: this
three-part rewqrd svstem is the essence of the Hvbrid PIan.

(e brief overview of the three-part reward system is
summarized below; details are explained in chapter seven.)

The first part of the reward system is based on direct
productivity improvement. The productivity of each period

is evaluated against a standard base. The gains att,ained

are translated into money rewards. A certain percentage of

the gain is placed into a reserve pool, explained later,
with the remaining amount shared between employees and their

company. This is aimed at encouraging employees to devise

methods of improvement and to maintain a consistent and

continuous effort.

The second part is based on the accumulated reserve pool'

whose purpose is to ensure a continuous effort among

employees to maintain or to improve their productivity. Any
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loss of productivity reduces the reserve pool, a result

which is undesirable for the employees. The accumulated

gains are shared by the company and the employees. However,

íf the accumulated amount is negative, the entire loss is

absorbed by the company. The purpose of this complete loss

absorption is to demonstrate to the employees that the plan

is indeed favorable to them.

WhiIe the first two parts are features of existing
productivity gainsharing p1ans, the third part is new and

unique to the Hvbrid Plan. A point system is established.

The purposes of the point system is to retain experienced

employees, to reduce absenteeism, to encourage suggestions

and to promote a sense of ownership. Different point values

are assigned to each employee depending on his seniority,

attendance record and contribution of suggestions. The

points assigned for seniority act as "phantom stocks".

These points increase each year. In contrast, points for

attendance and contribution are not cumulative; they are

reset to zero at the beginning of each year. The points

accumulated by each employee determine his respective share

of the assigned percentage of the company's profit. The

percentage assignable from the company's profit can vary

between 10 to 30 percent, depending on the company. It is

an additional bonus, because production is just one of the

many factors contributing to the company's profit.
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4"2 FEATURES OF THE HYBRID PLAN

The main features of the Hybrid PIan are

Simplicity
Plantwide motivation

Reduced hierarchy

Fair reward

MuItip1e factor measurement

4 "2.1 Simplieity

This feature is one of the most important for the

employees. À plan must be weII understood by all employees

in order to gain their trust and confidence. The method of

calculating productivity indexes and bonuses is simplified
to the lowest order. Employees must feel secure with the

p1an. The plan cannot function effectively if the slightest
mistrust or doubt exists. A simple plan also reduces the

time spent in explaining the plan to employees"

4"2"2 Plantwide Motivation

Under a plantwide motivation system, all production and

non-production employees are considered as one working unit"
Fabricators, assemblers, quality inspectors, material

handlers and maintenance crews are aIl essential to the

productíon of the end-products.

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.
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The primary objective of this feature is to promote

company-wide cooperation and coordination. Under such

conditions, employees know that hetping their co-employees

is beneficial to all. It is more desirable for the entire
workforce to work as a single unit, rather than as separate

individuals. Working as a single unit helps t,o ellminate

unnecessary and harmful internal competition. Production

employees are encouraged to perform at their most

comfortable speed while non-productíon employees ensure that

aII the works are properly channelled, equipment is
functioning efficiently and the quality of output is

consistent.

Plantwide motivation can also reduce the number of

quality-control inspect,ors. Since all employees are

producing at their most comfort,able pace, they usually

ensure that the quality of their work is acceptable. They

also understand that poor quality work could affect all
their Iines downstream, which in turn would adversely affect
the total productivity of the company. Since every employee

is working towards plantwide productivity, individual
employees are more willing to help and to share ideas with

their co-vrorkers. This is especially beneficial to nevt

employees, as they can obtain assistance easily and can

Iearn various work-simptification techniques from more

experienced employees.
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Supervisory personnel are incl-uded in the working unit"

Their roÌes are essential in maintaining a srnooth,

continuous flow of all floor operations and in assisting

employees with any difficulties that may arise.

4.2.3 Reduced Hierarchv

This feature is commonly used in Japanese companies" The

main purpose of reduced hierarchy is to promote more

communication between the different leveIs of management and

employees. Traditionally, decisions are rnade by upper

management and transferred down through various middle

management levels¡ This form of management is known as

directive management system. Another form of decision-

making process, known as participative decision-making is
gaining wide popularity now. The major difference between

directive decision-making and participative decision-making,

as shown in figure 4.3, is that employees are allowed to

intervene in the decision-making under the participative

system, whereas employees just follow orders made by the

management in the directive system. The directive system

can also cause information to be diluted, changed or lost

when transferred through the various management levels.

The reduced hierarchy of the Hybrid PIan is based on the

participative management system. In the reduced hierarchy

management structure, management is divided ínto two leveIs;
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ur 4 r tiv sD 1V on-adopted from ref . S85, p. 78 )

the corporate level and the production rever. The corporate
level is responsible for all major corporate decisions such
as policy making, financial strategy and marketing strategy.
The production Iever, which includes the production manager,
engineers' supervisors and all emproyees, is concerned onry
with the productivity of the company.

Decision
FieId

Implementat ion

Ðecision

t + +

MiddIe
l"lanagemen t

High morale and
motivation
results in
profitabiliry

Particioative

Profitability
calls for
morale and
motivation

Di rect ive

I mp1 ementa t i on
Field
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AII production decisions are made by t,he production team,

which is made up of elected members from management and the

workforce. This method of decision-making reduces the risk
of losing information and Leads employees to accept

decisions more readily. In addition, decisions generated by

this group are generally more sound because making decisions
jointly allows employees and management to understand each

other's potentials and Iimitations. [66]

The reduced hierarchy structure also promotes better
interaction between labor and management. Because it
encourages the two groups to become acquainted with each

other on a personal level, Iabor-management relations are

improved. Thus, the end-benefits are improved productivity
and reduced labor-management tension. The reduced hierarchy

structure also enhances the effectiveness of the

participative management process, which is discussed in the

next chapter.

4.2.4 Fai r Reward

À1I employees expect a fair reward for contributing extra

effort. Therefore, fair rewards are essential to stimulate

and to encourage alI employees to contribute continuously.

This fair reward feature is a feature adopted directly from

the Improshare Plan. Productivity improvements are shared

on a 50-50 basis between employees and t,he company. A
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different percentage distribution might seem unfair both to

employees and to the company, because both parties

contribute to productivity improvement. It is usually very

difficult to determine who contributes more.

Employees are encouraged to provide on-going suggestions

for improving existing work methods. These contributions

can be translated into rewards; employees receive 50e" of

the savings achieved through their suggested improvements

while the company receives the remaining 50eo. Since

management is continuously trying to increase plant

eff iciency by modi fying plant layouts, improving work

techniques and implementing minor modifications to

equipment., they too make significant contributions to

productivity improvement. Therefore, even if individual
employees are not able to contribute any direct improvements

they still benefit. [ 24 ]

The financial benefits resulting from such suggestions

and changes make it easier for employees to accept the

changes, Employees understand that changes are beneficial
both to the company and to themselves, and wiIl eventually

become tangible in terms of bonuseso

Fair reward is essential to prevent employees' feeling

being exploited or unfairly treated. Any unfairness

perceÍved by employees can be extremely detrimental t,o the

entire p1an.
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4 "2.5

Most productivity gainsharing prans consider onry the
rabor utilization factor. Labor improvement, however, is
not the onry way to improve productivity. Mater'ial usaçre,
supplies, utirities and mainÈenance.are arl essential to the
production of a singre unit of output. productivity is
considered to be improved even if the rabor cost, remains
constant ' provided arl or some of these other costs are
reduced. [9ø]

The use of murtiple factor measurement ensures that aIr
important factors contributing to productivity improvement
are considered. Figure 4.4 shows the fl0wchart for
deveroping the multi-factor measurement technique. ta+3

The selection process begins with the identification of
arl the company's productivity contributing factorso rt is
important to note that increasing the number of factors
makes the calcuration process more comprex, which is counter
to the purpose of the first criterion. Therefore, a carefur
selection and evaruation is important. A maximum of three
or four factors should be sufficient. Alr factors are
evaruated according to their importance. The more important
factors are implemented in the plan first. rt is often
appropriate to begin the pran with the two major factors,
namely the labor and material utilization factors. These
two factors are inter-related and usuarly contribute most to
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Fiou e 4.4: M lri-r actor Measur ement,

the reduction of production costs. Às the plan
and employees gain a better understanding of
additional factors may be added one at a time.

progre s ses

the plan,

Select ion of
all factors

Evaluation
of factors

Measurement. and
definition of
the standard

Derivation of
a formula

for calculaLing
di f ferences
between the

actual and the
s tanda rd
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Past measurements or engineered standards can be used to

establish the standards for each factor. The method of

standard setting is dependent on corporat,e history and

policy. A highly modern enterprise may seek more

sophisticated techniques than a traditional enterprise. No

matter which technique is used, management should ensure

that employees understand the derivation of all standards

used in the productivity formula.



Chapter

MECHANISM OF THE

V

HYBRID PLÀN

5.1 EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

This mechanism employs features from the Scanlon P1an,

which identifies the importance of employee participation in

total plant operations. Employee involvement can create

team effectiveness and congruence, both of which are

extremely important to a successful gainsharing p1an.[86]

In the Hybrid plan, employees are given complete freedom

to express their viewpoints. Management should be open to

criticism. The purpose of this approach is to reduce the

chasm between management and employees" AII members of the

company must be treated as equal human beings: no one

should ranked above others. The only difference between

management and employees is that they are responsible for
different functions within the company. The involvement

system improves labor-management relations because hidden

antagonism is reduced. Open communication enables both

management and employees to understand each other better and

to solve problems more effectivelyn Figure 5.1 demonstrates

this interaction process between management and employees.

63
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Sol ut i on

Management

Probl em Communication

Employees

f eedbac k

f eedbac k

F i oure 5.-1 : Interacti on between Mana ement and Emnl vees 1n
blem oc

The i.nvolvemenL process encourages all emproyees to
think, to suggest changes and to assume responsibirities.
since it is the employees who best understand the nature and

the intricacies of their work, they can easily detect any

inefficiency in their work method and can suggest possibre
improvements. À11 suggestions shourd be brought to the

supervisor or to eLected members of the workforce. Each

suggestion is then recorded immediately and then evaLuated

during a special meeting of the pr.oductivity team composed
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of management and erected members of the workforce"
suggestions that are accepted and approved shourd be

implemented as soon as possibre. Ar1 rejected suggestions
must be reviewed by industriar engineers. rf the
suggestíons are stirr infeasibre or inappropriate,
industrial engineers shourd exprain the reasons to those who

made the suggestíons. This might be considered a waste of
time but it is essentiar to herp emproyees to regain
confidence in their suggestions. Rejection tends to deflate
employees' confidence and motivation. Thus, proper personar
communication may benefit those emproyees affected.

Group suggestions are encouraged because greater cost
savings are usuarry rearizable. Bot,h production and non-
production employees are encouraged to discuss the
possibitty of improving their overalr efficiency instead of
simply the efficiency of an individual's work task.

Emproyees' involvement is a voluntary measure. rn this
planr â point system is used to encourage suggestions.
Points are given for arr suggestions, whether the
suggestions are approved or not. This is to encourage arl
those whose suggestions are rejected to continue their
contributions. The value of the points depends on the
usefulness of the suggestions and on reaÌizabre cost savings
they wourd make possibte. Figure 5.2 shows a typicar
exampre of the different varues assignable to various
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crasses of suggestions. since it is possibre for an

individuar employee to submit a large number of infeasible
suggestions to accumuÌate points equivalent to a suggestion
of large economic benefit, points are onry arlocated to a

limited number of infeasible suggestions (u.g. a maximum of
3 ) per employee per year. À1r subsequent infeasible
suggestions cannot earn any points. The points accumulated
by each employee are used to calcufate his annuar_ bonus"
Detailed calcuration of the annual- bonus distribution is
discussed in chapter seven.

Point Value Characteristic of Suggestions
10

10 100

100 200 Changes with reasonable economic
benefit

Changes with targe economic benefit

littIe economic

T nfeasible

Minor changes with
benefit

r 5 2 Poin u À abl

A list of possible methods designed

encourage the contribution of useful
employees is outlined in figure S.3. t79l

t_ ff

to increase

suggestions

s

and

by
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Methods . .. _Can vou

1. Simplify present procedures ?

2, Eliminate any unnecessary operations ?

3. Simp1ify your own job ?

4, Suggest new methods ?

Machinerv or Eguipment . .. Çe¡--ygu

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Simplify any machines or equipment ?

Improve machine output ?

Improve design or construction ?

Improve quality ?

Reduce machine setup time ?

Reduce machine down time ?

Reduce maíntenance time ?

Change the machine, flow of work or storage of

materials and supplies to simplify your job ?

Can youMater iaI s

1.

2.

3.

4"

5.

6"

7.

Simplify handling ?

Speed delivery ?

Find use for scrap ?

Reduce scrap, waste and spoilage

Reduce costs ?

Eliminate delay ?

Suggest alternative materials ?

2

Fiqure 5.3: Ideas for Generatinq Productivitv Improvement
Suqoest ions
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Pape r wor k __r-_r___lce¡__lqu

1. Reduce, combine or simplify filing 2

2. Eliminate unnecessary reports ?

3. Eliminate duplicate work ?

4. Reduce chances of error ?

People ... Can vou

1 . Help train a nev¡ employee ?

2. Combine your operation with

3. HeIp a fellow employee with

another empioyee ?

a difficult task ?

Interdepartmental ... Can vou

1

2

Suggest Ylays to improve

Cooperate or merge

department?

another department ?

operations with another

Product ... Can vou

1

2

3

4

Find vfays to improve existing product

Reduce any unnecessary work or parts ?

Suggest new products ?

Obtain any users suggest improvements

des i gn ,)

1

F:Lgure 5.3 (continued) : Ideas f or Generatinq P-Eedgc'L:ijlijLl¿
I mpr overnen'L_lSuqqe s t ien Ê

(modified from ref.#79, p.211)
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5"2 THE PRODUCTIVITY TEAM

The productivity team is similar to the production and

screening committees suggested in the Scanlon Plan. The

onty difference is that the two committees are combined into

one entity inst,ead of two entities. The primary function of

the productivity team is to find new methods of improving

product ivi ty.

The team is made up of members of the workforce and

management. Members of the workforce include supervisors

and elected representatives of the employees. It is

essential to aIlow most employees to become a representative

at least once in their career. This helps them to

understand the functions of the team and the mechanisms of

the plan better. Rotating employees is the best method of

accomplishing this objective. Creative and experienced

employees should be encouraged to become representatives

more often.

1

::

rl

The functions

representatives in

the supervisors and

shopfloor are 3

the electedof

the

1

2

3

4

To

To

To

To

encourage suggestions

record all suggestions

discuss and evaluate suggestions

assist in the implementation of approved ideas"
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The evaluation of each suggestion is conduct,ed by the

entire productivity team. This method eliminates bias,

ensures careful screening and promotes better communication.

During the evaluation, the productivity team can come up

with other ideas for improvements or can integrate several

dif ferent suggestions.

5.3 REWARD DISTRTBUTION

Rewards are distributed only to established participating

employees. New employees must undergo a probationary period

before they are efigible to share the gain.[00] ttre purpose

of the probationary period is to protect the bonuses

receivable by all the participating employees. New

employees usually have to go t,hrough a learning period

during which their productivities are usually low and can

therefore drag down the total productivity of the other

employees. Figure 5.4 shows a typical effect on the

combined productivity of a participating employee and a new

employee. Since it is very rare to have a one-to-one

correspondence between a new employee and every

participating employee, the relative position of the

combined line will shift up or down depending on the ratio
of new employees to participating employees.

As mentioned in chapter four, the Hybrid plan consists of

a three-part reward system. The first two parts are based

71
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I 5 I 1 E
P

Pr tc 1n e !t/ e

on any productivity improvement,.

between the company and employees.
on profit sharing.

which is shared egually
The third part is based

The first part is based on the productivity gain for each
period' The bonus poor. all0cated for the empl0yees is
distributed according to their sar.aries. The individual
bonus (rg) is calculated as follows: IgO]
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Individual salary X Bonus pool
(5.1)ÏB

Total participating salary pool

The total participating salary pool instead of the total

actual payroll is used as the denominator because of the

exclusion of probationary workers. For example, suppose

that the bonus pool is $5,000 and the total participating

salary pool is $35,000. Thus, the índividual bonus for an

employee earning $700 is;

$700 x s000
IB $1 00

$35000

The second part is based on the reserve pool established

to smooth out deficit months. During months of declining

productivity, the reserve pool is used to continue incentive

allocation. However, employees are notified that their

incentives are coming from the reserve pool. The percentage

of the bonus pool to be distributed during the deficit

months depends on the size of the pool. The amount

allocated is the same as the bonus distributed during the

previous period or the. entire pool, whichever is less. If

the pool amOunt,S to zeror rlo incentiveS are allocated" If ,

however, there are no deficits, the reserve pool is allowed

to accumulate for a certain period of time. Then' a lump

sum of the bonus pool is distributed. The amount receivable



by each participating employees in

also calculated by equation 5.1.
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the lump sum payment is

The third part of the reward syst,em is distributed

annually because it is dependent on the annual contributions

of each employee and on the company's profit. The points

accumulated by each employee determine his respective share"

The formula for calculating each individual annual bonus

(ren) is given by :

Individual points X Poínt bonus pool
(5.2)IAB

Total points of all emPloYees

Note: a detailed example of the application of the Hybrid

Plan is given later

ESTABL] SHI NG NEW PRODUCTTVI TT-I.TANÐÀBÐg5.4

Generally, once the productivity standards are

established, they are left unchanged. Any operational

improvements, contributed either by employees or by the

company, cannot alter any standards. However, subjected to

continuous improvements the established standards can become

obsolete after a period of time. A method is required to

revise the standards once there is a sufficient evidence of

sígnificant improvements. Compensation are paid to workers

to offset reduction in bonus payments due to new standards.
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A ceiling is set for aII the standards. In contrast to
the Improshare PIan, this ceiling in the Hybrid plan does

not affect the employees' earnings. AII gains above the

ceiling are distributed normally, as are the gains below the

ceiling. The primary function of the ceiling is to keep

track of established standards. If the productivity index

of employees exceeds the ceiling on a continuing basis, e.g.

for four to six consecutive production periods, this
sígnifies that the old standards have lost their
effectiveness. Thus, this ceiling provides a continuous

audit of the established standard.

The method used to establish a new standard is adopted

directly from the Improshare Plan .124,491 A lump sum

payment, known as the buy-back payment, is used to

compensate aII' participating employees for t.he revision of

standards.

A multiplier
New standards

standards by M,

(t"t) ìs used to revise aII
are obtained by multiplying
This multiplier is expressed

the standards.

aII existing
as follows !

M

g = ceilíng level productivity

A = average actual productivity

at the time of the buy-back

v/A (5"3)

where



The buy-back

standard back.

is calculated by

payment is then used to
The buy-back payment (g)

purchase

for each
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the old

employee

B 2000(s) (n) (e-v) (5.4)

where

s = employees' portion of productivity sharing

Q = employee base hourly pay rate

The constant, 2000, represents the number of work hours

year. This constant is variable, depending on the policy

each company. An example of the buy-back calculation

shown in figure 5.5.

per

of

is

Another reason for establishing new standards is the

acquisition of new capital equipment or technology. This is

a rather sensit,ive issue because most employees feel that

they will one day be replaced by machinêsn In order, to

stay competitive, however, a company must maintain a policy

of continuous technological- updating. New equipment and

technology commonly reduce the tíme required to perform the

same operation(s); thus, the setting of a new standard

becomes necessary.

In the Hybrid PIanr sôVings gained from the acquisition

of nev¡ capital investment are shared 50/50 between the

company and its employees. This helps employees to accept

the changes more readily.



Consider :

Ceiling level, V =
Employee base hourlY rate, R =
Employees' share, S =

1

$
5

60e"
8.00
09o

where the productivity index for 6 periods is 3

Thus ,

Averaqe Productivitv, A

170 + 170 + 180 + 180 + 190 + 190
[=

6
= 180

MuLtiplier, M

tr{ =
=1
=0

v/n
.6/
.89

1 I

Buv-Back Pavment, B

B=2
=2
=e

000 (s )
000 ( 0.
1600.

(n) (

5) (8

Per i od 1 2 3 4 5 6

Productivity
I ndex

16s 16s 170 175 180 180
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Fiqure 5.5: An Example of the Buv-Back Calculation for the
Hvbr i Plan



Calculation of the amount to

average productivity index (Sa)

prior to the acquisition of the

suggested formula is given as:
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be shared begins with the

for the past six periods

new capital investment. The

Sa ,fu (s.5)

where

Si = productiviby index for past period i

A new productivíty index is then estimated" The factor (u)

for computing the difference between the new estimated
product.ivity index (sn) and the average productivity index
(Sa) is calculated by:

D Sn Sa (s.6)

Sn
F (5.7)

Sa

6

This factor (o) remains frozen for computing the bonuses to
be shared for the entire life of the investment. Anot,her

factor (F) used to multipry art the standards to bring the
new est,imated productivity index back to the average

productivity index prior to the acquisition of the ne!ù

investment, is expressed as foflows:

.:a:.

.,.:.

a.



The bonus

investment
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(en) attributed per year-life of the neyr

is calculated by:

EB (Ho) (n) (rpn) ß/wt (5"9)

where

HO

TPR

estimated hours of operation per year

total base rates of aII the participating

employees

investment cost, including all the necessary

costs to bring it to operational status and

all interest expenses

estimated Iife of the investment Ín years

I

EL

Therefore, the employees' aggregate share (nS) per year is

given by ¡

Es = 0.5 (es) (5.9)

The individual bonus receivable by each

based on hís base hourly rate (g).

calculating the IES is as follows;

employee (lrs)
The equation

1s

for

B
IES (ns ) (s"10)

TPR
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This share can eit,her be distributed annually or divided

into periodic payments. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the

investment-induced change in a standard" The investment-

induced gains are shared for the entire estimated life or

until the piece of equipment is replaced again" The bonuses

must be calculated separately every year because of

different labor rates.



Suppose

The productivity indexes for six periods prior to the
acquisition of the new investment ares

Per iod 1 2 3 4 5 6

Product ivi ty
I ndex

110 110 115 120 115 120

Estimated new productivity index,
Estimated hours of operation per year,
Investment cost,
Estimated Iife of the investment,
Total participating base rates,
Base labor rate,

Thus,
Averaqe productivitv index. Sa

110 + 110 + 115 + 120 + 115 + 120
Sa

= 115
6

ênce factor, DStandard diffe
D = 130

= 159"
115

Standard revision multiplier, F

F = 11s/130
=0.885

Eouipment-induced bonus, EB

EB (2000) (0.1s) (1000)
$280,000

( 1oo ,ooo/51

Sn
HO
I

EL
TPR

130e"
2 000
$1 00,000
5 years
$1 ,000
$8.00B=
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F_iqure 5.6: Àn Example Calculation for the-Investment-
Induced Bonus f oE--:[tre-Hvbrid PIan
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Fiqure 5.6-(continued) : An Example CaIçuJ.ation f or -qtrgInvestment-Induced Bonus for the Hvbrid Plan

Emploveesr agqreqate share" ES

.5 ( 2go, ooo )
1 40,000

Individual emplovee share, -IåS
rEs = (8/1000) (1¿0,000)

= $1120

Therefore, assuming that the bas
employee and the total participa
entire life of the investment ar

ate of a particular
g base rates for the
s given below; the

ES=0
=$

er
tin
ea

individual bonuses receivable by the employee are as
shown below.

Year 1 2 3 4 5

B($) 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0

TPR(S) 1 000 1200 1300 1 400 1 500

rEs($) 1 120 1204 1281 1357 1433



5.5 PRODUCTIVITY FEEDBACK

This factor, equally as important as the bonus,

not emphasized in other plans. In the Hybrid plan,
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feedback enables

productivity.
employees to understand the causes

Feedback may take various forms. Bonuses as discussed

earlier, are one form of feedback. Graphical represent,ation

is a most effective method of demonstrating the trend of

each factor, It is important Èhat aII major factors be

considered. If the productivity is not increasing or is
actually decreasing, employees must be able to identify t,he

major factors to be focused on.

The feedback process should begin slowIy. It is
important not to overload employees with information. Too

much information causes confusion to the employees. This

confusion may later cause the ernployees to ignore completely

all information proviöed. Additional information should

only be added only when employees request it. [66] et the

same time, irrelevant information that may have been

provided previously should be removed. Thus, continuous

screening of the type of information being fed to employees

is essential in the feedback process.

A stagnant or

employees to put

declining growth in productivity may cause

their heads together and develop workable
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solutions. The main objective is not to ensure that they

come up with new ideas but rather, to enable them to realize

that theír productivity and the company's competitive

position is at stake. Such a realization generally is

accomBanied by their ready acceptance of appropriate

changes.

The contribution of each factor towards productivity gain

must be clearly identified to the employees. This allows

employees to concentrate on improving input factors with

slower or declíning productivity growth. Each factor may be

improved a rotative basis. Thus, PÍoductivity
improvement becomes more meaningful, more challenging and

more interesting. Figure 5.7 shows an example of the

rotative seguence of improving two factors.
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Chapter VI

PRODUCTIVI TY MEASUREMENT

Productivity measurement is used

compare the productivity leveI of

period of time. It indicates the

product ivi ty .

to demonstrate and to

a company for a given

trend of the company's

There are many approaches to measuring

Figure 6.1 shows the common approaches used

accountants, managers and engineers. [101 ]

productivity.
by economists,

Fiqure 6.,1: Approaches to ProducÇivítv Meê€l¡E€Een'q

Economi st Accountants Managers Engineers

. I ndex
approach

. Capital
budget i ng
approach

.Array
approach

. I ndex
approach

. Product ion
funct ion
approach

.Unit
cost
approach

. F inanc iaI
rat ios
approach

.Utility
approach

. Input-
output
approach

. Servo-
system
approach

85
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Each approach uses different methods of calculation and

emphasizes different factors. However, productivity

measurements are basically divided into three types: total
productivity, multi-factor productivity and partial
productivity. The total productivity method includes alI
relevant inputs necessary to the production of the outputs.

The general equation is :

ÀI1 Inputs

The multi-factor productivity method includes a

combination of selected inputs in the denominator. For

example, suppose the two selected inputs to be considered

are labor and material then, the equation is given as 3

Total
Product ivi ty
I ndex

AII Outputs

MuIti-factor
Product ivi ty
I ndex

Outputs

Labor Inputs + Material Inputs

The partial productivity method measures

relation to each factor. For example,

productivity index equations for the labor

material input are i

(6.1)

(6 "2)

Part ial
Product ivi ty
of Labor

Outputs

Labor Inputs

the output in
the partial

input and the

(6.3)
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Part ial
Productivity
of Material

Outputs

Material Inputs

The use of total productivity or multi-factor
productivity is beneficial to the company. Unfortunately,
the calcurations for these measurements are often complex

and t,hey do not indicate how each factor influences the

totar productivity rever. Partial productivity indexes are

more appropriate for measuring the productivity leve1 in
production environment. The productivity index of each

factor identifies the efficiency of usage of each resource.

Therefore, it is the partial productivity index method which

is adopted in the Hybrid Plan.

In the partial productivity index method, the output of

each factor is described independently with appropriate
measurement units in reLation to the input. For example,

the output for the partial productivity of labor is
described in hours whereas the output for the partial
productivity of material is described in dollars. However,

if possible, it is better to eliminate the use of monetary

units in the calculation because of the effects of

inflation. Other more standard units, such as physical

units, product units and work content, are recommended.[83]

(6.4)

company t s

such data

The indexes

performance to

obtained may be used to compare the

other similar companies for which
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ßay be available. This comparison provides the company and

its employees with information regarding its productivity-

competitiveness with respect to other companies.

a.1 PRODUCTTVITY BASE IN THE HYBRID PLAN

The productivity improvement of

the productivity
each period is compared

base or standard"Lo a base known as

The average historical performance is the most commonly

used base. Unfortunately, this form of base is not highly

reliable. Past performance is not necessarily the standard

performance. The use of the actual standa¡d base is
preferred. The standard base is defined as the actual input

a1lowable to produce a unit of product. However, the

standard base is often difficult to derive for companies

with multi-products. Complicated equations for deriving the

standards should be avoided because the method used should

be easily understood by all employees.

Productivity measurement should always be made against

the standard base. The standard established at the

beginning is frozen because constant updates on the standard

would conceal all the productivity improvement. Figure 6.2

shows the effect of a constantly varying standard. The

methods for establishing the standard for the major

production inputs controlLable by employees, namely labor,
material and other variable production expenses, are

explained below.
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period 0
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100e" 110e" 109e. '1 0Be.
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6.1.1 Labor Standard

Standard labor hours for production employees can be

obtained scientifically by time studies. Time standards for
non-production employees are usually not measured. The

Improshare's Base Productivíty Factor (gpF) is used in t,he

Hybrid Plan to relate production and non-production hours to

standard production hours. The initial standard non-

production hours must be estimated by carefully evaluating

the historical data.

(Production and Non-Production Hours)
BPF (6.5)

(Standard Production Hours)

Once the BPF is established, all standard production times

are multiplied by the BPF to reflect the standard allowable

labor times" For example, suppose the standard production

hours for a period are 300,000 hours and the company's BPF

is 1.75. Then the total allowab1e standard hours are :

Total AIlowable
Standard
Hours

Note: Recently

specifically for

Total Standard
Product i on
Hours

300,000 x 1.75

hours525,000

some new methods

measuring the

Base
X Productivity

Factor
(6"6)

have been developed

non-production or



"service"-type work input.l77 J companies using

measurement techniques can omit the use of the BPF.

total allowable standard hours wil-I be simply equal to

sum of the standard production hours and the standard

production hours.

91

thi s
The

the

non-

An improvement index is used to reveal the improvement by

either the production or non-production employees" For

example, the actual production hours are 275,000 hours and

the actual hours are 500'000 hours. The standard labor

hours are the same as in the above example. The general

equation is;

Improvement
I ndex

Standard Hours
(6.7,

Actual Hours

Hence,

Tota]
Improvement
I ndex

525,000

500,000

1 .05

Product i on
Improvement
I ndex

300,0oo

275,000

1 .09

Non-Product ion
Improvement
I ndex

525,000 300,000

500,000

1.0

27 5 ,000
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Operational changes, except for major capital and

technological changes, cannot reduce the total standard

hours. Since the BPF is dependent on the standard hours, it
can change only when the standard changes. Thusr âs long as

the BPF remains constant, the changes will reflect
productivity gains. The method of changing the standard ,

including changes due to major capital and technologica}

investment, is díscussed in chapter five.

6 1 .¿ Malerial Standard

The term "material" includes both raw materials and

purchased parts. The standard for material usage can be

anticipated duríng the product-design stage. Each product

requires a relatively fixed standard amount of material.

Allowances for lossr scrappage, material defects and work

rejects are included in the anticipated amount. This forms

a standard base for accounting the material usage for a

single type of product. Accounting for material usage is a

complicated process. To simplify the process, only the

finished products of completed production runs are accounted

for " Tracking the flow of work-in-process is very

complicated and confusing to employees to understand.

AlI the materials acquired for a production run are

recorded. The process involves the use of materials

procurement, forms, suctr as shown in figure 6.3.
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Department No. :

rjob No. ;

Product I on Code

Date :

Employee No

Product I on Pen I od

Tota I
Cost

Flled by Date

Unlt
Cos t

Quant I ty
Consumed

Quant I ty
Returned

Quant I ty
I s sued

Descr lpt lonPart No

Flqure 6.3: A Sample Matenlals Procuremênt Form

(.o
q)



The finished products are

to obtain the total standard

multiplied by rhe

alLowable material

94

standard base

Total Àllowable
S tanda rd
Material

Quantity of
Good Finished
Pr oduc t s

Y
À1lorsabl e
S tanda rd
Per Product

(6.8)

For a multi-product
standard material is

produc t i on run ,

given by 3

the totaL allowable

Total Àllowable
Standard
MateriaL

Quant.ity of
Good Finished
Produc t s

x
Àl I owabl e
Standa r d
Per Producj=l (6.e)

where

n= the number of product types

b. t.J er V a l od n S

Othef ruriable production expenses,
ut i 1 i t ies, are relat ively cônstant.
requi rements provides a relat ively
Therefore, .the allowable standard is
consumption of past periods.

such

Àn

good

equal

as suppl ies

average of

and

standa rd

to t.he

past

base.

ave rage
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6"2 CALCULATION OF PRO.DUCTJIIITY GAINS

The productivity gain for each individual resouree is

calculated separately. The purpose is to differentiate and

identify the percentage contribution of each resource

tov¡ards the total productivity improvement of the company.

The general

productivity gain

equation for the calculation
of each resource is expressed as 3

of the

Product ivi ty
Gain

Tota} Allowable
Standard
Consumpt ion

Total
Actual
Consumpt i on

(6.10)

Thus, t,he equations f or each resource, expressed

detail, are as follows :

In more

Labor Productivitv Gain (f,Pc)

LPG
lotal
Labor

Standard
Hours

TotaI
Labor

Actual
Hours (6.11)

Material Productivitv Gain (¡¿pC)

MPG
Total Allowable
Standard Amount
of Material

Total Actual
Amount
Material Used

(6"121
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tiv

OP(k =
Tota1 Àllowable
Standard Consumption
of x

TotaL Actual
Con sumpt i on
of x

(6.13)

whe re

x represenLs the factor t.o be computed.



Chapter VII

BONUS CAI.,CULATION

The sharing of productivity gains is the most important

part of the plan. Financial rewards distributed to

employees demonstrate to them that the plan is working.

Moreover, it motivates them to excel and provides feedback

on their past performance.

The bonuses to be distributed fall into three categories.

Instant periodic (e.g. monthly) bonuses are calculated from

the periodic productivity improvement. Accumulated bonuEes

achieved through no-deficit productivity are distributed

semi-annually or annually. The final bonus is earned from

the accumulated point system. This bonus is based on an

established percentage of the company's profit"

7.1 PER]ODIC PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT BONUS

These bonuses are based on the designated periodic

productivity improvement,. The period of the interval is

variable, depending on each company's policy. The use of a

monthly interval is recommended because it coincides with

the employees' normal pay. It is recommended to pay the

bonus by separate check, in order to make the reward more

97



noticeable and

productivity of

standard base.

values.

tangible for rhe employees. [ 1 07 ]

each period is measured and compared

AII improvements are translated into

98

The

to the

dollar

The calculation process is quite simple. Actual inputs

are subtracted from the allowable standard ínputs. The

productivity gains of aII the different, factors are then

added together" Tv¡enty percent of the productivity gains

are reserved for deficit months. The remainder of the

productivity pool is shared 50/50 between the company and

employees. Figure 7.1 shows an example of the calculation"



Labor Productivitv Gain

1 ) Allowed standard labor hours
2) Actual labor hours

3) Labor hours gained (*l
4) Percent improvement (#3/#
5) Participating payroll
6) Labor sain (#4 x #5)

Material Productivitv Gain

7) Standard material
8) Àctual material used

9) Material gain (*t -#8)

Other Productivitv Gain

Supplies

10) Standard supplies allowed
1 1 ) Actual supplies used

121 Supplies gain (#10 -#11)

Utilities
13) Standard utilities
14) Actual utilities
15) Utilities gain (toss)

#21
2')

2200
2000

200
1oeo

$20,000

$1 ,000,000
995,000

$2,000
1,800

$ 2,000

5,000

200

(200)

7,000
1,400

5,600
2,800

2,800
20,000

14e"

$3,000
3,20Q

(#1 3 #141

16) Total productivity gain
17') Reserve for defícit months (#15 x z}eo)

18) Productivity pool (#16 #17)
19) Company Share (#18 x 50%)

20) Employees' bonus pool (#18 #19)
21) Participating payroll
221 Percent bonus (*zO/*Zll

99

n I n
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7 .2 NO_DEFICTT D]S_TRIBUT]ON

once the reserve pool.has reached,a certain amount, it is
distributed. The reserve pool is first decreased by a

certain amount. This amount ensures that there is always a

reserve pool to compensate for any decline in productivity"

The amouRt to be maint,ained in the reserve poor can
eiLher be fixed or variable. The fixed amount can be any
amount which seems most appropriate to the company and its
employees" This method is simple. rt does not, however,
consider the trend of productivity fluctuations.

À variabre function for determining the amount to be reft
behind provides a better buffer. rt provides a rarger
reserve if productivity growth is row or declining, and a

smarrer reserve if productivity growth is high. The

weighted moving average type function is used to accomprish
this. The function is shown below :

Reserve Amount

RPo = the

n =the
RPi = the

RP I-å
RPo - F, l)-

i=r L i=l '(a; 
ìl

(7.1)

where

reserve amount of the previous distribution
number of periods

reserve,pool -of',period i
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The calculated reserve amount is subtracted from the

accumulated reserve pool. The difference is shared 50/50

between the company and employees. The employees' pool is

distributed in proportion to the participating payroll.

Figure 7 "2 shows an example of the no-deficit caLculation.
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Per i od Reserve Pool

0
1

2
3
4
5
6

$i 400
1200
1300
1 500
1700
1900
1800

Reserve
Àmount

6

;( ')l
1 400 r

i=1

RP 11400 F.4. Ir=t RP i-1

')

1400
:(
6\

1200 2l
;\

1300
1400 + 1

21 1400 1200

+
s I tsoo_t__
6 \r soo

1 +
4 I ttoo_t_
6 \r soo

s /i eoo-t_-6 \1 e00

1

5

6

1900
+ 1 + 1

1 700

$1 386

Bonus Calculation

1)
2)

Tota1 reserve
Reserve amount

pool $1 0,800
1 ,386

3
4

tr

6

) Distribut,able reserve pool
) Cornpany'share (#3 x S0;")

(#1 #2) 9 ,414,
4,707

Employees' share (#3
Participating payroll
Percent Bonus

#4) 4,707
65, ggB

7) 14e"

F 7.2 f la 1 n h I
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tr.
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I7.3 P INT B US S

This annual bonus is the simplest to calculate. Allpoints accumulated by alr empl.yees are added together.
These points include suggestion points, seniority points and
attendance points. point vaLues assignable to different
crasses of suggestions is discussed in chapter five. Figure
7 "3 shows an example of point.s distribution for each
employee ' s attendance and sen ior i ty.

I al Àl oS nt
ðt t endanc e

À certain'percent,age of the comþany's pre*tax net profit
is allocated to the point bonus poor. The amount to be

allocated is divided by bhe t,otal points accumulated by alL
emp].oyees, to obta in the dorrar value per point . The bonus
receivable by each emproyee is based on his own individuarly

Seniority At tendanc e

Years Points Percentage Points
1-2
3-4
5-6
7 * I
9 - 10

11 - 12
13 * 14

1 5 and more

20
30
40
50
60
70
80

100

100
9s '100

85 94
75 84
65 74
55 64

Less than 55

50
40
30
20
'1 0

J

U
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accumulated points.

obt,ained by multiplying

vafue per point. An

shown in f igure 'l .4.

104

Therefore, each individual bonus is
his accumulated points to the dollar

example of this bonus calculation is

Fiqure 7.4¿ Examole of the Point Bon us Calcuation
for the Hvbrid Plan

5) Pre-tax net profit
6) Percentage allocated

for point bonus pool

7) Point bonus pool (#4 x #5)

8) Bonus per point (#7/#4')

Suppose the accumulated points of an employee are
700 i then his bonus is egual to $1400.

30,000

60, oo0

ç2

4) Totar

,000
,000
,000

$300,000

20e"

Aggg¡lulÊLEed points f rom :

1) Suggestions 15
2l Seniority 1 0
3) Àttendance 5



Chapter VI I I

IMPLEMENTATTON

The success of the Hybrid Plan proposed in this thesis

depends very much on the implementat,ion process. The

implementation process can be divided into three stages:

preliminary studies, actual implementation and follow-up.

Each of these stages is explained below.

Prior to the actual implementation, preliminary studies

must be conducted to survey the attitudes of management and

employees towards the introduction of such a p1an. Appendix

A provides a checklist of conditions for assessing the

readiness of the company to accept a gainsharing plan .1771

Once management and supervisory personnel have understood

the. basic needs for the p1an, the company must then'evaluate

the willingness of the.employees to accept the plan. The

presence of a union can either help to develop the

employees' acceptance or create a major obstacle. Thus'

companies with unions must take precautionary steps during

the introduction of the plan. In any case, questionnaires

should be handed to employees to obtain a general view of

their present situation and to assess their readiness

towards the plan. Appendix B shows a list of possible

questionnaires for conducting such assessment. Sufficient

105



time must be provided to the employees to answer

Therefore, it is suggested that they shourd ansv¡er

carefully at home.

106

them.

them

once the company and the employees are ready to accept

the p1an, proper orientation and training programs must be

planned for the actual implementation. During the actual

implementation, the company should explain the major

mechanics of the plan to all employees. This will include

conducting smaIl seminars and training programs. It is

important not to overload ernployees with excessive details

in a short period of time because the details can confuse

employees. Distributing booklets outlining the basic

features and mechanics of the plan would be helpful to the

employees.

fhe follow-up should take place approximately one month

after the actual implementation. This foIlow-up consists of

further training and more detailed explanatíon of the plan.

Ànot,her questionnaire-survey is appropriate at this time to

evaluate the employees attitude and comprehension of the

plan after exposure to its effects.

After the plan has been completely implemented, it will

not take care of itself. Constant monitoring is imperative

to ensure t,hat the plan continues to function smoothly. Àt

this stage, further meetings and training may be neccessary

to provide the employees with more details" Annua} surveys



The monitoring process arso includes the evaruation and

contror of arr the activities of the pran. Any difficul-ties
in the plan must be resolved immediately. Otherwise, these

problems may grov¡ and eventually cause the entire plan to
fail. Should such a failure occur, it will be extremely

difficult to regain the employees' confidence in the p1an.

It is vital to stress repeatedly the importance of the

employees' trust and confidence because the success or

failure of the plan is dependent on employee participation.

Open communication between management and employees must be

maintained. This allows both management and employees to

discuss and find solutions for any problems or obstacles

hindering productivity growth.

The Hybrid PIan can also be used in most non-

manufacturing indust,ries with slight modificati-ons in the

calculation of standards. AII t,he other mechanics of the

plan remains basically the same.

should be

work ing .

As an addition to

ownership plan may

recommended because it

sense of belonging in
ttownershiptt.
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conducted to evaluate how welI the plan is

the Hybrid Planr ên employee stock

be implemented. This is highly

can instill further commitment and a

employees by creating a feeling of



Chapter IX

CONCLUSTON

The main contributions of this thesis through the

proposed "Hybrid PIan" are summarized below:

1" Combines seLected features from the Scanlon Plan, the
' Improshare PIan and profit sharing.

2. Develops a three-part reward system with the third
part, namely the point system, being different from

those used in aII exísting gainsharing plans.

3. Develops equations for the consideration of other

input factors such as laborrmaterial and other major

variable production expenses, in the calculation of

productivity gains.

4. Develops a buy-back method to establish new standards

to utilize new capital investment.

5. Develops a new method for distributing the reserve

bonus pool.

108



9.1

The

of all

THE THREE COM¿ON
GAINSHARING PLANS

Hybrid PIan provides

other important input

109

a method for the consideration

f act,ors.

Involvement Process

The most well-known process of invol_vement is given in
the scanlon Pran. However, there is no or insufficient
motivational drive to promote greater invorvement from arI
employees. The point system in the Hybrid plan is designed

specifically for motivating and encouraging employees to
contribute ideas continuously.

The Hybrid PIan's productivity team is more efficient and

effective than the two separate production and screening

committee of the Scalon PIan, because it permits better

evaluatíon of the employees' suggestions. This is very

important because an initially small idea can be of extreme

economical benefits if modified slightly or combined with

other ideas.

MuIti-Factor Consideration

AII the three major existing gainsharing plans focus only

on the labor factor. Since labor is not the only possible

factor for inducing productivity gains, other input factors

should also be considered.



Sharinq of Productivitv Gains

The percentage distribution used in the Scanlon PIan and

the Rucker PIan would not look very fair to t,he employees.

The 50/50 sharing used in the Improshare PIan is perhaps the

fairest because neither the management nor employees can

claim that they contribute more. However' the Improshare

PIan does not allocate a certain percentage of each periodic

gains to reserve pool as in the Scanlon PIan and the Rucker

Plan. The Improshare PIan uses a ceiling to set aside

reserve amounts" This is not a very good method because

f. it is difficult to reach the ceiling,
2. there ¡¡ill be no reserve if the ceiling is not

reached, and

3. upon reaching the ceiling on a continuous basis, all
standards will be reset and therefore returns to the

problem }isted in (1) above.

The Hybrid PIan shares aII productivity gains equally

ß0/50) between the company and its empJ-oyees. However,

before sharing the initial amount of each period's

productivity gains, a certain amount is allocated to the

reserve poo1.

Standard-Based Calculat ion

The base ratios
PIan are based on

in the Scanlon Plan

performance data.

110

the Rucker

Improshare

used

past

and

The



PIan is work-measurement-based and thus a1lows

approach to. the productívity gain calculation.

111

a scientific

The Hybrid PIan uses the Improshare method for
determining the productivity gain of the labor factor. rn

addition to the labor factor, the Hybrid PIan also

calculates the productivity gain of other major inpub

factors. Generally, aIl productivity gains of the other

inputs are determined by subtracting the actual input

consumed from the standard allowable input.

Compensation for New Standards

The Improshare Plan is the only plan that compensates

employees for revision of standards, The Hybrid plan adopts

both Improshare's ceiling to audit standards and the

Improshare's buy-back nethod to revise standards.

However, Improshare's method for compensating employees

for adopting new capital investment may not be very fair in

employees' viewpoint. In the Hybrid plan, productivity

gains through new capital investment are shared equally

between the company and its employees.

SeIf-Adiustínq Reserve PooI

Both the Scanlon PIan and the Rucker PIan, have a reserve

pool to cushion any decline in productivity. When the

accumulated reserve pool is distributed, the entire pool ís
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reduced to zero. This method of distribution does not

provide any cushion if there is a productivity decrine in
the foll-owing productivity periods. The Hybrid plan always

retain an amount in the reserve pool. This amount is self-
adjusting and is dependent on productivity of previous

periods.

A-dd :i_E :Lona I Eeatures

The Hybrid PIan's point system is also designed to
decrease absenteeism and retain experienced employees.

Points are allocated according to each employee's attendance

record and seniority to determine their individuat share of

the pool allocated from the company's profit. The objective
of these seniority-points is to provide recognition of

seniority and to encourage long-term commitment from

employees.

9.2 SUGGESTION FO8 FURTHER WORK

The Hybrid plan is only at its developmental stage.

Additional work and refinement are necessary to improve the

present st,age of our proposed Hybríd Plan" Some of the

possible immediate directions for further research are

summarized below:

1 Improve

for the

the method of computing the productivity gain

materia] input factor.
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2. Attempt to develop a better and fairer point system

to encourage more employee involvement and still more

commitment to their work.

3. Develop a better method to calculate the amount to be

left aside before the distribution of the non-defícit

bonuses.

4. Expand and define the functions of the productivity

team more specifically and more clearly.
5. Generalize the existing Hybrid plan to allow it to be

' used in non-manufacturing industries, includíng pure

service industries.
6. Include the employee stock ownership plan into the

Hybrid ptan (instead of allowing it to be optional).
7. Test the Hybrid PIan in some small industries.

Note: RecentIy, an opportunity has been identified for
possible f urther improvement of t,he Hybrid PIan. I t
involves the use of the total participating points, instead

of the total participating salary, to calculate each

individual share of the bonuses. Of course, this v¡í11

require modification to the propsed existing points

structure to include the di f f erence in base yrage f act,or .

This will become necessary because some jobs, or tasks, are

more important and more t'valuab1e" than others.
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Appendix A

Checklist For Manaqement And First-Line Supervisors

I s there :

confidence and trust in the management ?

concern for increasing the quantity of work ?

concern for increasing the quality of work ?

concern for decreasing costs ?

cooperation between individuals and department ?

participation by everyone in the work process ?

feeling of being informed about information vital to

the functioning of the firm ?

interest in and concern for the firm's future ?

extensive of sharing know-how of the job ?

wide range of suggestion making, focused on

decreasing costs, increasing quantity or quality of
product ?

the situation where labor costs are competitive when

compared with other similar firms ?

means by whích technological change is easily

handled?

current managerial inforrnation systems that show how

productivity is achieved ?

8.

o

'10.

11.

12.

13.

(modified from ref. #66, pp" 1 7-19)
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2

3

4

5

Appendix B

Preliminarv Survev: Oue tionnaire For Emolovees

Are you satisf ied ¡¡ith your job ?

Are you satisfied with this company ?

How do you feel about, your future with this company ?

Do you think you are receiving a fair pay ?

Do you think this company is competitive with other

similar companies ?

Do you have confidence and trust in your supervisor ?

Do you have confidence and trust in the management ?

Do you like to work in a group ?

Do you think you can perform your job better if given

more freedom ?

Do you think you can suggest some improvement

rnethods?

Do you tike to participate in some decision-making ?

Do you Iike to have better communication between the

management and employees ?

Do you think you can help to promote such a

communication process ?

Do you think aII employees can cooperate to increase

the productivity of the company ?

124

6

7

I
9

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

',:
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15. Do you think you can help management to improve the

companyt s performance ?

15. Do you agree that the company should share more

information with the employees ?

17. Do you agree that the company should share some

profit with the employees ?

18. Do you like to share in the company's productivity ?

19. Would you like to try a plan that allow you to share

the company's productivity gain ?

20. Do you think the union is beneficial to you ?

21. Do you think the union is beneficial to the company ?

22. Do you believe that an employee is responsible to

some degree for the success of hís employer ?

23. Do you believe that you can contribute to the

company's greater success in the marketplace ?

(modif ied f rom ref .#66, pp.157-164)
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